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Sammandrag 
 
Blick-skrivande möjliggör en ny inmatningskanal, men dess tangentborddesign 
är inte än redo för dagligt bruk. För att utforska blick-skriftstangentbord för 
sådant bruk, som är enkla att lära sig använda, snabba att skriva med, och 
robusta för olika användning, analyserade jag användbarheten hos tre brett 
använda blick-skriftstangentbord genom en användarstudie med 
skrivprestationsmätningar, och syntetiserade ett designutrymme för 
blick-skriftstangentbord för dagsbruk baserat på teman av typningsscheman och 
tangentbordslayout, feed-back, användarvänlighet för text redigering, och 
system design. I synnerhet identifierade jag att blick-skriftstangentbord behöver 
ha "toleranta" designer som tillåter implicit blickkontroll och balans mellan 
inmatningsambiguitet och typningseffektivitet. Därför prototypade jag ett 
blick-skriftstangentbord som använder ett formskriftsschema som är avsett för 
vardagligt skrivande med blickgester, och anpassat till att segmentera 
blickpunkten när du skriver ord från en kontinuerlig ström av blickdata. 
Systemet erbjuder realtidsformskrivning i hastigheten 11.70 WPM och 
felfrekvensen 0.14 utvärderat med en erfaren användare, och har stöd för att 
skriva fler än 20000 ord från lexikonet. 
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Figure 1: Representative gaze-input properties requiring “tolerant” design. Left: Jittering fixations require larger interactive
elements. Middle: Gaze are hard to gesture along complex, precise, or long trajectories. Right: Triggering commands under any
gaze attention would cause the Midas Touch problem.

ABSTRACT
Gaze-typing opens up a new input channel, but its keyboard
designs are not ready for everyday use. To investigate the gaze-
typing keyboards for such use that are easy to learn, fast to
type, and robust to use differences, I analyzed the usability of
three widely used gaze-typing keyboards by a user study with
typing performance measurements, synthesized the design
space of everyday used gaze-typing keyboards under the topics
of typing schemes and keyboard letter layouts, feedback, ease
of text editing, and system design. In particular, I found gaze-
typing keyboards need “tolerant” designs that allow implicit
gaze control and balance between input ambiguity and typing
efficiency. Therefore, I prototyped a gaze-typing keyboard
using a shape-writing scheme meant for everyday typing by
gaze gestures, with the adaption on segmenting the gaze locus
when writing a word from continuous gaze data stream. The
system affords real-time shape-writing in the speed of 11.70
WPM and the error rate of 0.14 evaluated with an experienced
user and supports to type 20000+ words from the lexicon.

Author Keywords
Keyboard; text entry; eye tracking; shape writing; typing
performance.

INTRODUCTION
In a common gaze-typing setup, the user sits in front of a
screen with an eye tracker attached to the bottom. The user
looks at the interactive virtual keys on the screen to type.

For example, fixating the gaze on a virtual key to indicate
a “key-hit”. Current gaze-typing with text-to-speech mainly
serves augmentative and alternative communication (AAC),
for people with motor and speech impairments such as ALS
to be able to “speak”. Nonetheless, gaze-typing could have a
wider span of everyday used applications. Since gaze-typing
frees users from hands-input, typing is possible for people
who are not allowed to use their hands to type due to hygienic
consideration or other occupational reasons. Furthermore, as
gaze-typing only requires visual cues to guide eye movements
and thus is essentially independent of the physicality of the
keyboards, people still can type when on the go without access
to a physical keyboard or in AR/VR settings.

However, current gaze-typing keyboards are not ready for ev-
eryday use. Gaze-typing on many AAC keyboards is fairly
slow, as these keyboards [15] [30] mostly adopt the designs
from hands-typing keyboards on touch-screen devices by re-
placing finger tapping with gaze dwelling (i.e. fixations above
a certain time threshold), and such designs are sometimes not
the optimized for gaze-typing. Keyboards designed with novel
layouts or typing schemes coming from research [4] [8] [11]
[12] [33], on the other hand, create learning costs and accep-
tance thresholds for general users. In sum, gaze-typing opens
up a new input channel, but needs careful keyboard designs,
in order to afford better communication for people with mo-
tor and speech impairments, and to enable new scenarios for
general use.
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A gaze-typing keyboard meant for everyday use by normal
people should at least achieve these objectives among all the
expectations:

1. Easy to learn, general users with average cognitive ability
can walk-up-and-use without much instruction or training
so that the keyboard is prone to get widely used.

2. Fast to type, sufficient typing speed is necessary for a key-
board serving daily communication such as turn-taking con-
versation and lengthy text entry.

3. Robust to use difference, the keyboard sustains its usability
(e.g. typing performance and comfort of use) when facing
use differences (e.g. variant prior experience, gaze control
capability, and environmental inference).

The design of a gaze-typing keyboard is further challenged by
keyboard-specific concern and unique gaze-input properties.
The acceptance of a new keyboard, as a heavily used human-
computer input modality, is especially affected by its closeness
of use to user formed habits or prior knowledge. As claimed
in the “Production Paradox” [5]: though people are willing to
learn new things, especially if they are useful, they do not have
the extra time to spend on the intensive training needed for
typing on a drastically new keyboard. Moreover, unique gaze-
input properties distinguish gaze-typing from hands-typing
as shown in the figure 1 and described in Background and
Related Work. A keyboard designed for hands-typing might
not be the optimized for gaze-typing; gaze-typing keyboards
need redesigns to unleash the potentials of gaze-input.

In this project, I investigated gaze-typing keyboards meant
for everyday use by average people typing in English. I ap-
proached the problem by classic double-diamond design pro-
cess: analyzing current gaze-typing keyboard usability by a
user study with typing performance measurements, synthesiz-
ing gaze-typing keyboard design space by a thematic analysis
on the information gained from the literature and the user
study, and prototyping a gaze-typing keyboard using a shape-
writing algorithm as one of the “tolerant” typing schemes
recommended in the design space summary. Through the re-
search, I produced 1) a usability examination on three widely
used gaze-typing keyboards using typing performance compar-
isons, 2) a design space summary of gaze-typing keyboards
meant for everyday use with the abstraction of “tolerance”,
and 3) a keyboard prototype using a shape-writing algorithm
with the adaption of segmenting the gaze locus when writing
a word from continuous gaze data stream; the system is easy
to learn, fast to type and robust to use differences.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Distinctions of Gaze-input and Hands-input
Among all the gaze-input events [27], the most important are
fixations and saccades, since the two are essential to represent
the change of user visual attention and can be detected more
reliably [6]. A fixation is a time (from less than 100 ms up
to several seconds [10] [21]) when our eyes hold the central
foveal vision in the place where the visual system takes in
detailed information about what is being looked at. A saccade
is a rapid and ballistic movement between fixations. It takes

about 30-80 ms [10] and can be 2° or larger [22]; its duration
and amplitude are linearly correlated [3]. Its end-point cannot
be changed once it has started.

Unique gaze-input properties distinguish gaze-typing from
hands-typing. On one hand, unlike hands used to control,
eyes are born to observe. Fixating gaze over a long time
would be uncomfortable, as fixations longer than 800 ms are
often broken by blinks or saccades [18]; training oneself to
move the eyes in a particular way also feels unnatural. Gaze-
input is not as precise as hands-input. Fixations were re-
ported to have a standard deviation in the order of 5’ on the
horizontal meridian [28]. Eye trackers inevitably have data
loss and imperfect accuracy or precision [7]; even if the eye
tracker was perfectly accurate, the tracking results still can-
not exactly map to gaze focus, since objects situated within
foveal region are all seen in detail [23], and good calibration is
hard to achieve for people with some medical conditions who
have involuntary head movements or eye tremors [18]. On the
other hand, the real benefits of gaze-input for general users
are its naturalness, fluidity, low cognitive load, and almost
unconscious operation [14]. Gaze correlates to attention,
but not intention. Eye movements anticipate user actions, as
people typically look at things before they act on them [18].
Additionally, the user expects to be able to look at an item
without having the look to mean anything. By contrast, if
interactive elements are activated once the user’s gaze lies on
them, it would cause the “Midas Touch” problem [13]. Eye
movement is significantly faster than mechanical pointing
device [34], suggesting gaze-typing is potentially fast if there
were dedicated keyboards designed to utilize eye’s natural
talents.

Relevant Keyboard Designs

Acceptance to hands-typing keyboard redesigns
Keyboard designs have been changing with the evolvement of
digital devices. QWERTY as a currently dominant layout was
initially designed for early typewriters to alleviate mechanical
limitations by locating frequent diagrams in English far from
each other. Later some research attempted to optimize the
keyboard layout by typing performance and ergonomics [29],
such as Dvorak (the most influential) [2], OPTI [20], Metropo-
lis [39], and ATOMIK [40], but they did not get widely used;
since for users who are used to the QWERTY, even reaching
the QWERTY speed with any new layout would take much
time. On early handheld computers with mechanical key-
boards in small size, the 12-key keypad was widely used, such
as T9 by Tegic. Each key of the keypad contained multiple
letters, and its typing usually came along with multi-tap and
predictive technique – pressing a key multiple times to specify
a letter and matching a word from the key sequence.

When touch-screen devices emerged, continuous writing ges-
tures became possible. Handwriting, as a learned skill in early
school years, started being used, such as the keyboard in Ap-
ple’s Newton system. Other gesture encoding schemes had
also been experimented, such as per-character-per-stroke typ-
ing by Unistrokes [9] and Graffiti [19] (defined gestures from
the shape of letters), and T-cube [31] (used the metaphor of pie
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menus); per-word-per-stroke typing by Cirrin [24] and Quick-
Writing [26] (dropped the “finger-lift” between the writing of
each character). However, for such unistroke designs, the “ar-
tificialness” of the gesture encoding schemes creates learning
costs. By contrast, a noteworthy scheme is shape-writing by
Zhai, Kristensson, et al. [17] [41]. This is a word-level typing
scheme recognizing pen gesture fluidly goes through a key
sequence, and is essentially independent of keyboard layout.
It enables a seamless transition from visually guided tracing
by novice users to recall-based gesturing by experienced users,
and contains the potential for high-speed typing, though they
have only been tested in one informal trial [17].

Adaptions in gaze-typing keyboard designs
To date widespread gaze-typing keyboards for AAC use do
not support fast typing needed for everyday communication.
Many keyboards [25] [30] reuse the designs for hands-typing
on touch-screen devices by replacing finger tapping with gaze
dwelling. Another commonly used scheme is scanning – by
organizing letters in a 2D matrix, the system automatically
moves the focus line by line cyclically until the user selects
a line by a blink or a physical switch. Then the system scans
through the line letter by letter until a second-time selection.
Theoretically, the highest speed for a dwell-selection scheme
is estimated to 22 words per minute (WPM), if assuming an
error-free process with 300 ms dwell-selection time (usually
too short for all but the most experienced gaze typists), 40 ms
saccade from one key to the next, and no time for cognitive
processing such as searching for the next key [23]. As a
reference, an average typist usually hands-types in speeds of
50-80 WPM.

Other designs with novel keyboard layouts or typing schemes
create learning costs. To ease the selection by jittering
gaze, hierarchical keyboards [4] [11] [12] provide larger
keys by grouping multiple letters on every key, and then
de-ambiguating by further selections, but extra keystrokes
compromise typing performance; fisheye keyboards [1] dy-
namically zoom in a part of the keyboard according to the
user’s gaze focus, but visually distract the user. Similar to
hands-typing keyboards, other gaze-typing schemes are gaze
gestures and gaze directions. Gaze gestures with certain shapes
are found to be more robust against noise compared to dwell-
selections, but may require unnaturally large saccades and
investment on learning [37]. Gaze directions are close to gaze
gestures, and are often simpler and more learnable than gaze
gestures. Dasher [33] is a radical keyboard combining fisheye
and gaze directions. The user looks at the desired letter from
the right side of the screen, bringing the letter to move left
and grow bigger; the letter is typed after moving cross the
center of the screen. Dasher is claimed to utilize eye’s natural
talents on search and navigation, but its dynamic zooming
interface is demanding and requires much learning. Windows
Eye Control keyboard [25] has a shape-writing mode, where
it allows to type word by word on a QWERTY layout by gaze
gestures with extra dwells on the first and last letters of each
word, to segment the gaze locus when writing a word from
continuous gaze data stream; such typing could be even faster
by designing different ways other than dwells to segment the
gaze locus.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Through the process of analysis, synthesis, and prototyping, I
aimed to answer three research questions:

1. How to examine the usability of keyboards by their typ-
ing performance comparisons? Typing performance is
tangible evidence of keyboard usability and is often used
to recommend design decisions in a comparative manner.
The question is further divided into how to compare typing
performance among keyboards and how to derive keyboard
usability from such data.

2. What is the design space for gaze-typing keyboards
meant for everyday use? What aspects to consider when
designing gaze-typing keyboards that are easy to learn, fast
to type, and robust to use difference?

3. How to adapt shape-writing for everyday gaze-typing?
Shape-writing is a tested technique for hands-typing that
potentially eases and speeds up gaze-typing. Unlike a shape-
writing system for hands-typing that has a clear start and
end when writing a word indicated by finger touch, the
system for gaze-typing gets continuous gaze data stream.
How to segment the gaze locus when writing a word from
the stream? What else aspects to tackle in order to make the
shape-writing ready for everyday gaze-typing?

METHODS

Usability Examination by Comparing Typing Performance
To quantitatively examine keyboard usability, there are many
methods such as subjective self-rating, physiological mea-
surements (e.g. of pupil size, cardiovascular activity, skin
conductance), and back-end logs data analysis. Back-end logs
data analysis requires a less complex setup than physiological
measurements and generates more objective results and in-
process insights than post-test subjective self-rating. Typing
performance, in terms of speed and accuracy, as common re-
sults of such a data analysis is a tangible indicator of keyboard
usability. Directly speaking, a preferable keyboard usually
has high speed and accuracy. In a user study aiming to yield
credible typing performance data and defensible usability con-
clusions, the typing stream of test participants is logged in
the back-end, typing performance is computed by well-tested
metrics, and resulting data is compared among keyboards,
especially having one standard keyboard with known typing
performance in the comparison as a data reference.

Testing keyboard choice
Three gaze-typing keyboards were tested in the user study: To-
bii Dynavox Windows Control (WinC), Microsoft Windows 10
Eye Control (EyeC), and Tobii Dynavox Dwell-free (DwellF).
Their layouts are shown in figure 9 in the appendix. WinC is
a dwell-selection keyboard that asks the user to type letter by
letter and allows to select a predicted word before finishing
the typing of a whole word. EyeC was tested under its shape-
writing mode, where the user dwells on the first and last letters
of a word and gaze-gestures through the in-between letters.
DwellF is meant for the typing above phrase-level (i.e. and
sentence-, paragraph-level), where the user first dwells on the
keyboard area to enable writing, gaze-gestures through all the
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characters sequentially including letters, spacebar, and punctu-
ations, and dwells back to typing results area to finish writing
and check the recognized text. The reasons to choose the three
keyboards are that they represent current gaze-typing keyboard
designs with considerable user bases and have variant typing
schemes on letter-, word-, and phrase-level respectively. In
addition, WinC with a standard dwell-selection typing scheme
acts as a data reference in the user study.

User study setup and task designs
Experimental design: I chose to conduct the user study in a
lab-experiment manner. By controlling its test condition to
minimize environmental disturbance, I can get data close to
the highest typing performance that testing keyboards can of-
fer. One step back, a field experiment could be an alternative.
By mimicking realistic scenarios such as online conversation
or article composition, user study experimenters could yield
ecologically valid results representing typical usages. In my
user study, I designed the task as adjusted transcription, in
which an easily memorable sentence was presented for 7 sec-
onds, then participants were asked to transcribe the sentence
by their memory. By the adjusted transcription, I avoided
participants mentally composing text or visually attending to
both presented text and transcribing text, thus excluded these
two costs from resulting typing performance data, in order
to discover the highest possible typing performance that test-
ing keyboards can offer, instead of testing individual typing
capability of participants.

Apparatus and materials: The user study was conducted in a
room with constant fluorescent-lamp lighting and least visual
or auditory distractions. The gaze-typing was setup using a
24” screen at 1920x1200 pixel resolution with a Tobii Dy-
navox PCEye Mini eye tracker attached through the user study.
I adapted TextTest program originally developed by Jacob
and Brad [36] as adjusted transcription test environment, and
adapted the transcription corpus from the Little Prince ensur-
ing every sentence is 3 (long) to 7 (short) words. In addition
to typing stream logged by TextTest program, I recorded the
video of typing screen as ground truth and resource for later
design space summary.

Test participants: I recruited six participants, due to limited
time frame (estimated test time for each participant is 1.5
hour) and cost-effectiveness of usability problem identifica-
tion (observing four or five participants allows to discover 80%
of a product’s usability problems, and additional participants
would bring diminishing unit returns [32]). The six partici-
pants are between 18 and 30 years old, three of the six wear
glasses, two of the six didn’t have eye tracking prior experi-
ence, and none of them had used the testing keyboards. After
the test, each participant was rewarded with a cafe coupon
worth 100 SEK.

Procedure: I randomized the test order of three keyboards
for each participant using Latin Square. For each keyboard,
participants were asked to first transcribe 3 sentences as trials
to freely explore the keyboard, then transcribe 15 sentences
as formal test counted into typing performance measurements,
where they were instructed to type as fast and accurately as
they can. Before the test of each participant, I calibrated

the eye tracker, had the participant sit comfortably and ad-
justed the display on the table to his or her liking. Between
each keyboard, participant was asked if wanted to rest. After
each test, the participant filled a questionnaire regarding their
demographics, eye tracking prior experience, and subjective
experience of the user study.

Data analysis
From the typing back-end logs, I could measure both aggre-
gated and in-process speed and accuracy. To measure in-
process speed and accuracy of keyboards with different typing
schemes (i.e. on character-, word-, and above phrase-level), I
used character-level metrics developed by Jacob et al.’s work
[36]. Considering the whole typing stream, I refer P as the
presented string for test participant to transcribe, T as the
transcribed string by the test participant, and IS as the whole
input stream. In-process typing behaviors with respect to their
correctness are shown in table 1 (backspace was counted in
IS).

Correct (C) All correct characters in T
Incorrect-not-fixed (INF) All incorrect characters in T
Incorrect-fixed (IF) All characters backspaced during entry

regardless of initial correctness

Table 1: Shorthands of in-process typing behaviors with re-
spect to their correctness.

I measured aggregated and in-process accuracy by total error
rate (TotErrorRate) and uncorrected error rate (UnCorError-
Rate). TotErrorRate is the error rate describing the whole typ-
ing experience by summing up UnCorErrorRate and corrected
error rate (CorErrorRate); UnCorErrorRate is the aggregated
error rate describing the errors remained in typing results T ,
and CorErrorRate describes in-process error-correction ef-
forts that cannot be seen from T , which is counted by 1) true
negative errors get corrected, and 2) false negative errors get
mistakenly corrected. The three error rates are defined as:

UnCorrErrorRate =
INF

C+ INF + IF
(1)

CorrErrorRate =
IF

C+ INF + IF
(2)

TotErrorRate =
IF + INF

C+ INF + IF
(3)

On top of error rate definitions, I measured aggregated and
in-process speed by words per minute (WPM), and adjusted
words per minute (AdjWPM). WPM is a commonly used mea-
surement for aggregated speed regardless of its typing correct-
ness; AdjWPM is the aggregated speed compromised by the
errors remained in typing results T . The WPM is described
by:

WPM =
|T |−1

S
×60× 1

5
(4)

where S is the seconds from the entry of the first character till
the last, the "1/5" is average words per character [38].
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The AdjWPM is defined as:

Ad jWPM =WPM× (1−UnCorErrorRate)α (5)

where α is a "penalty exponent" and I set it to 1.0.

I represented the learning curve by plotting aggregated speed
(AdjWPM) and in-process error rate (TotErrorRate) over time.
Theoretically, a learning curve is usually a log function fitted
as:

WPM = aXb (6)

where a and b are two constants (b is often below 0.5 [35]),
X is a variable of practice time denoted by the numbers of
transcribed sentences.

Gaze-typing Keyboard Design Space Summary
Through the design process, designers have to make several
design decisions and for each decision they would choose
an optimal solution from multiple candidates. The design
decisions they face and the associated candidate solutions they
propose constitute the design space. To describe the design
space, I took inputs from the literature in the field and in-
situ observations from the user study, conducted a thematic
analysis summarized the topics requiring design decisions and
solutions to realize everyday gaze-typing from a systematic
perspective.

From my in-situ observations during the typing performance
user study, I noted down original behaviors of the participants
regarding common or exceptional keyboard use behaviors.
These included cases where many of them acted in the same or
a similar way, or where they spent a long time or even failed to
achieve their intentions. Then, I encoded the original behaviors
into several themes and further grouped the themes to higher-
level abstractions that can be coupled with practical gaze-
typing keyboard design decisions. To enhance the external
readability of my design space summary, I indexed every
original behavior and their corresponding timestamps in my
video recordings, so that other researcher may later trace back
to the “raw data” to study original typing behaviors.

Adapted Shape-writing Keyboard Prototype
Although shape-writing is a tested technique for hands-typing
that has been integrated into many commercial keyboards on
touch-screen devices such as Gboard, SwiftKey, Chrooma,
Swype, and Fleksy, it has not been largely employed or tested
for gaze-typing. Unlike hands-typing on touch-screen devices
where a writing gesture has a clear start and end denoted by
finger touch, the system for gaze-typing gets continuous gaze
data stream whenever the gaze lies on the screen. In other
words, the system needs to segment the gaze locus when writ-
ing a word from the continuous stream, otherwise, the system
would treat visually searching for a letter on the keyboard as
swiping a key sequence. The EyeC tested in the user study has
a shape-writing mode, where it distinguishes the start and end
of writing a word by asking users to dwell on the first and last
letters of a word along with gesturing through the in-between
letters. To further speed up typing, I dropped the dwells on
the last letters. I adapted this word-level typing scheme as
dwelling on the first letter of a word, gesturing through the left

Figure 2: The shape-writing implementation architecture of
the system, adapted from SHARK2. [17]

letters, and looking to typing results to complete and check
the writing. The adapted scheme has advantages that users
1) finish the writing by looking to typing results as normally
what they do after typing - the system makes this “must” step
an indicator to segment gaze locus, and 2) can take a break
or look around before committing a dwell to start writing the
next word.

The shape-writing architecture of the system was adapted
from Zhai and Kristensson’s work [17], as shown in figure
2. I used the lexicon adapted from 12Dicts [16] containing
21857 commonly used words in American English, and the
language model provided by SwiftKey API. The system was
implemented as a C#/.NET/WPF desktop application.

Gaze locus segmentation
To write a word, the system takes the input as the gaze lo-
cus from dwelling on the first letter of a word to leaving the
keyboard area to look at typing results. The gaze locus seg-
ment is first smoothened by exponential decaying as shown in
equation 7.

pt = α · pt +(1−α) · pt−1 (7)

where α is the smoothing factor, and 0 < α < 1.

The segment has a clear start indicated by the dwell, but it
has a “tail” after the end of writing when shifting the gaze to
typing results. Truncating the “tail” is achieved by empirical
observations that the “tail” has three relative features compared
to the body of the gaze locus segment as users are determinedly
shifting gaze to typing results: 1) an upwards direction (the
typing results is placed above the keyboard area), 2) a straight
path, and 3) a constant speed - in the complementary order,
as shown in figure 3. The system truncates the end of the
gaze locus segment when the value of direction, straightness
or acceleration is above preset thresholds.
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Figure 3: Truncating the “tail” from a gaze locus segment (e.g.
the user intends to type ‘S’ and ‘E’, then finish the word; the
user gaze-gestures along the illustrated locus, with fixations
on ‘S’ and ‘E’ - the locus has 1) a continuously upwards
direction after ‘X’, 2) a relatively straight path after ‘S’, and
3) a relatively constant speed after ‘E’).

The sampling rate of the eye tracker is about 60Hz, thus I
approximated the gaze locus between every two sampled gaze
points as a straight line. The straightness s of an unknown
gaze locus u is computed by that the shortest distance between
two points is the straight line:

si′ =
1
i′
(di′,1−‖ui′ −u1‖2) (8)

where N is the total number of the sampling points in the locus,
i′ is the index counted from the end of the locus, i′ ∈ [2,N]. da,b
is defined as the sum of lengths between every two neighbor
points accumulated from ua to ub.

The acceleration a is defined as:

ai′ =
1

ti′,i′+2
(
‖ui′ −ui′+1‖2

ti′,i′+1
− ‖ui′+1−ui′+2‖2

ti′+1,i′+2
) (9)

where i’∈ [1,N−2],andta,b is the time difference between ua
and ub.

Meanwhile, the system visualizes the gaze locus when writing
a word in the front UI, to give users feedback that how the
underlying system senses their gaze.

Template pruning, shape- and location-channel recognitions
The system takes the truncated gaze locus segment to match
with words in the lexicon. For each word, the system con-
structs a shorthand defined on a keyboard as a graph (sok-
graph), which is a linked list of coordinates constructed by
sequentially connecting the key centers of letters constituting
that word. Before comparing the gaze locus segment with
massive sokgraph templates constructed from the lexicon, the
system filters out a large amount of sokgraph templates by
template pruning [17]. In template pruning, the system com-
pares the start and end of the gaze locus segment with each
sokgraph template, and only passes through those sokgraph
templates with the differences of both pairs of ends that are
under a preset threshold.

Then, the system compares the gaze locus segment with fil-
tered sokgraph templates in shape and location channels, be-
fore which both the gaze locus segment and each sokgraph
template are resampled as the lists of equidistant points to fully
represent their shape and location information. The resampled
unknown gaze locus u′ is defined as:

u
′
i = I(ui−1, ui, ‖u1−ui‖2− i× l) (10)

when d1,i−1 ≤ i × l < d1,i, i is the index
counted from the start of the pattern, i∈
[2,N′],N’isthetotalnumbero f pointsinthepattern,I(ua, ub, x)
is a linear interpolation for a point between ua and ub with the
distance of x to ub, l is the step length calculated by d1,N′/N′.

In shape channel, the gaze locus segment and each sokgraph
template are compared after the normalization by scaling the
larger side of the bounding box of the pattern to a constant
length and translating the center of the pattern to the point
(0,0). Then, the distance of the gaze locus segment u′ and a
sokgraph template t is computed by proportional shape match-
ing [17], defined as:

xs =
1
N′

N′

∑
i=1
‖u′i− ti‖2 (11)

The output from the shape channel is a list of distance scores.

In location channel, the gaze locus segment and each sokgraph
template are compared without normalization. For each sok-
graph template, the system forms an invisible “tunnel” of one
key width along line segments of the sokgraph template. If the
gaze locus segment totally situates in the tunnel, the distance
between the gaze locus segment and the sokgraph template
is zero, as users can expect their gaze locus to be recognized
once the keys are traced regardless the shapes of the locus.
The distance of location is defined as:

xl =
N′

∑
i=1

α(i)δ (i) (12)

where δ is defined as:

δ (i) =

{
0, D(u′, t) = 0∧D(t,u′) = 0
‖u′i− ti‖2, otherwise

where D(a,b) is defined as the maximum point-to-point dis-
tance between a and b. α(i), i ∈ [1,N′] are weights for dif-
ferent point-to-point distances (∑N′

i=1 α(i) = 1). I gave the
lowest weight to the middle of a pattern and linearly increased
the weights towards the two ends. The output from location
channel is also a list of distance scores.

Channel integration and language component
To bring the distance scores from shape and location channels
to a common scale, the system transforms the distance scores
to the lists of probabilities by Gaussian distribution accord-
ing to the heuristics of common engineering problems [17].
Namely, if an unknown gaze locus segment has distance x to a
sokgraph template t, then the probability of t being the user
intended word is:

p(x) =
1

σ
√

2π
exp

[
1
2

(
x−µ

σ

)2
]

(13)

where σ is a parameter to adjust the weight of the channels.
Greater σ flattens the p(x) distribution and lowers the weight
of the channel contribution.

Visually tracing letters on the keyboard by novice users is
a closed-loop feedback-based movement; gaze gesturing via
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location memory of the keyboard layout by experienced users
is an open-loop recall-based movement. In general, closed-
loop feedback-based movements are slower than open-loop
recall-based movements. Therefore, the system increases the
impact of the location channel by decreasing its σ value when
a gaze gesture is slow. Nevertheless, the gaze gesture speed is
subject to the length and complexity of the word. The Fitts’
Law can be used to model the total normative writing time
for hands-pointing, but needs the validation of its applicability
to gaze-pointing [42]. I approximated the gaze gesture when
writing a word as a series of fixations on each letter connected
by saccades, and further approximated the linear correlation
in a saccade between its duration and amplitude [3] as a linear
correlation between duration and saccade distance projected
on the screen. The total normative time for a gaze gesture is
simplified as:

tn(w) = aN +
N−1

∑
k=1

(bDk,k+1 + c) (14)

where Dk,k+1 is the distance in pixel between the kth and
k+1th letters of the word w on the keyboard, N is the number
of letters in the word, a, b and c are three constants, their values
were empirically estimated as a = 200 ms, b = 0.015ms, and
c = 20ms.

After obtaining the modeled tn(w) of the word and the time
span of the gaze locus segment ta, adjusted σ is computed as:

σ
′ =

{
σ , ifta > tn(w)

σ

(
1+ γ log2

(
tn(i)

ta

))
, otherwise

(15)

where γ is an empirically adjustable parameter within range
1 and 10. I set γ = 2.0 in the system. If the distance in either
of the channel is above 2σ , the template is discarded. Among
the remaining templates w ∈W , the marginal probability of a
word w with distance x being the user intended word is:

p′(w) =
p(x)

∑i∈W p(i)
(16)

A confidence score for the word by integrating the probabilities
from the two channels is:

c(w) =
p′s(w)p′l(w)

∑i∈Ws∩Wl
ps(i)pl(i)

(17)

Then, the system gets a list of words in the order of descending
confidence scores. There might still have ambiguity in the
recognition results such as “for” and “four” that is hard to be
differentiated by shape or location information; the system
further de-ambiguates and regulates the recognition results
by the language component provided by SwiftKey API. The
system gets the conditional probability of each word w as
P(w|wp), with previously entered word wp. The output of
the language component is a list of conditional probabilities.
Finally, the system integrates the results from the language
component with the shape and location channels using the
same method described in equation 16 and 17, and feeds an
N-best list of recognized words to the front UI.

Figure 4: Box plots of average aggregated typing speed and
error rate of each keyboard across all participants.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Usability examination by comparing typing performance
For one of the six participants, I only managed to log the typ-
ing stream for one keyboard, thus I discarded the logs from this
participant to avoid biasing the cross-keyboard comparison.
From the five remaining participants, I got 215 transcribed
sentences after excluding outliers (4.4% of the dataset). As a
data overview, the aggregated typing speed (WPM, AdjWPM)
and in-process error rate (TotErrorRate) of each participant on
every keyboard are shown in table 2 in appendix; I found aver-
age AdjWPM of 6.88 to 9.03 WPM with TotErrorRate of 0.20
to 0.33 was reached on three testing keyboards, by participants
who were novice users and allowed to freely correct errors by
their wish during a typing session of 18 short sentences per
keyboard.

In terms of the cross-keyboard comparison, the aggregated
typing speed (AdjWPM) and in-process error rate (TotError-
Rate) of each keyboard by averaging the data cross participants
are shown in figure 4. Relatively speaking, WinC has high
speed and low error rate with small variance, indicating it
affords to maintain stable typing performance; EyeC has the
lowest speed and highest error rate, furthermore, its typing of
at least half amount of transcribed sentences is frustratingly
error-prone; DwellF has the highest speed, and low error rate
with spread variance, suggesting it could be encouragingly
error-free or occasionally error-prone.

The learning curves are plotted as the changing of speed (Ad-
jWPM) and error rate (TotErrorRate) over time represented by
the number of sentences, as shown in the left and middle plots
of figure 5. Normally the curve of human’s learning a skill is
a logarithmic shape with diminishing increments. However,
the curves of three keyboards only have fluctuations instead of
increments, showing participants were not able to reach stable
typing performance during the course of 18 short sentences
per keyboard. In particular, all of the three keyboards are
error-prone, indicated by dispersed TotErrorRate with relative
standard deviation (RSD) over 0.35 as shown in the middle
plot. Moreover, low UnCorErrorRate through the task in
the middle plot indicates participants were actively correcting
errors and aiming for error-free transcription results.
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Figure 5: The changing of typing speed and error rate of each keyboard across all participants over time.

In addition, I found heavy error-correction slowed down aggre-
gated speed (AdjWPM) of EyeC. By definition, the AdjWPM is
determined by aggregated speed regardless of typing correct-
ness (WPM) and the number of errors remained in transcribed
results (UnCorErrorRate); the WPM is affected by the amount
of error-correction (CorErrorRate) – error-correction holds
back the contribution of in-process typing to resulting aggre-
gated speed. As shown in the right plot of figure 5, the increas-
ing of CorErrorRate the most severely compromises AdjWPM
on EyeC. In sum, the testing keyboards are error-prone; par-
ticipants remained high conscientiousness to actively correct
errors; heavy error-correction slowed down aggregated typing
speed, especially on EyeC.

Gaze-typing Keyboard Design Space
Typing schemes and keyboard letter layouts
On top of fixations and saccades as basic gaze-input events
or primitives, interactions can be designed as (in the order of
approximately decreasing explicitness of gaze control): dwell-
based selection (fixation over a certain time threshold), gaze
gesture (sequence of fixations with saccades connecting them),
gaze pointing (gaze point or fixation), and focus of attention
(gaze point or fixation, saccade).

As mentioned in the Background and Related Work, gaze is
inherently noisy and is naturally used for observation. It is
rather demanding for humans to fixate gaze within a small
area, especially over time, or to scan along precise, complex,
or long trajectories. The more implicit gaze control is, the
easier the interaction experience is. To relax gaze control, the
system can have users dwell-select bigger interactive elements,
recognize gaze gestures by their normalized shape instead of
matching them with exact trajectories, and display context-
specific information according to user interests indicated by
gaze pointing or focus of attention.

The starting point to design gaze-typing keyboards is to de-
sign tolerant typing schemes, such as shape-writing and keys-
grouping. Shape-writing has been discussed in Methods, as for
keys-grouping, the system could group multiple letters to each
key while considering the ease of search and memorization
on overall letter layout and the trade-off between the ease of
gaze control and the efficiency of typing - the system takes a
selection of the key as ambiguous input and de-ambiguates
by language model and typing history, or de-ambiguates by a
second-step selection such as a cascading menu. In addition,
the tolerance of typing schemes also applies to different user
behaviors, which means the system allows users to achieve
the same intention through different interaction paths. For
instance, to finish writing a word using a shape-writing key-
board, the users could dwell on the last letter of the word or
the space bar instead.

from another perspective, the accuracy and precision of current
eye trackers also play a role in gaze-typing keyboard design.
The center of the screen gets the best tracking quality in terms
of accuracy and precision; in general, the closer to the edges
and corners, the poorer the tracking quality is. Therefore,
interactive elements that are frequently used or require precise
controls are preferably placed in the center. In addition, the
system should try to avoid allowing mis-interactions. For
example, placing frequent bigrams next to each other would
make the users inadvertently interact with the unintended one.

Feedback
When typing, users need at least two types of feedback on:
1) current gaze-input status, and 2) accumulated typing re-
sults. From feedback on current gaze-input status, the users
become aware of a) what gaze-input is sensed by the system
(i.e. fixation or saccade), b) where the current gaze is sensed
by the system, and c) if the gaze has triggered any command.

Figure 6: Representative design considerations for gaze-typing keyboards. Left: Keys-grouping as a tolerant typing scheme.
Middle: Two focuses of attention to keyboard area and typing results. Right: Looking to place the cursor to correct a mid-sentence
error.
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The system usually visualizes sensed fixations and saccades as
points or trajectories in real-time after heavily smoothing raw
gaze data streaming in order to keep feedback in a sufficient
fidelity - neither too jittering, nor too obtuse. The system
could also provide feedback on the triggering of commands
by mimicking physical feedback, such as the visual and audi-
tory effect of key-pressing. Feedback on accumulated typing
results enables the users to beware of what has been written in
word- or phrase-level in order for them to structure previous
and following expressions. However, there is a design chal-
lenge for feedback on accumulated typing results regarding
the focus of attention. For hands-typing on mechanical key-
boards, the users can visually attend to the typing results as
long as they can touch-type; for gaze-typing keyboards, the
users have to shift the gaze between keyboard area and the
typing results. To alleviate but not fully address the problem
on two focuses of attention, the system can have the keyboard
area and typing results as close as possible. Furthermore, such
feedback on accumulated typing results is not necessary to
be available all the time, otherwise over-feedback when the
users are concentrating on typing might occlude their typing
or distract their attention.

Ease of text editing
Ease of text editing becomes essential in user experiences,
especially when composing long texts. A typical scenario is
to correct mid-sentence errors. To move the cursor to where
the mid-sentence error is, for a mechanical keyboard with a
pointing device, users can move the pointing device or hold
down the arrow key to place the cursor; for a keyboard on a
touch-screen device, users may tap on the place where mid-
sentence error happens. Then to erase the error, users of both
keyboards can hit or hold the backspace key to continuously
delete letters. By contrast, from observations in the user study
on three testing keyboards, users had to dwell on the backspace
key several times to delete multiple letters from the end of
their current sentence while shifting their gaze back to the
typing results to check error-correction status (e.g. how many
letters were left to be deleted). At times, they had to decide
a cost-effective strategy if there were many choices for error-
correction (e.g. hit delete-word key once and then delete-letter
key twice, or hit delete-word key twice and then type a new
word), which created further cognitive load.

One possible solution is to utilize the intuition “looking to
point or scroll”, in which the system places the cursor to the
area where the user is looking at, and optionally zooms in that
area to allow a more precise gaze selection. Since fixations
indicate attention, and saccades are much faster than the cursor
movements by mechanical pointing devices, “looking to point
or scroll” could be potentially intuitive and efficient. More-
over, some related design challenges are distinguishing user
intention from attention to prevent the Midas Touch problem,
and tackling jittering gaze.

System design
Keyboards serve different use cases. On one hand, when view-
ing the keyboards as an input interface in the communication
loop, the communication could be at least online conversation,
article composition, quick note-taking, gaming control, and

augmentative and alternative communication for people with
motor and speech impairments. Hence, the keyboards are ex-
pected to output different formats, such as emojis, paragraphs,
shorthands, control commands, and audio generated by text-
to-speech. On the other hand, designing different keyboards
suitable for different use cases could also potentially raise the
problem of switching between keyboards. To accommodate
special keys such as modifier keys (i.e. Shift, Alt, Ctrl), punc-
tuation and number keys on the limited keyboard area, the
system could offer multiple keyboard layers (e.g. for alpha-
bets and punctuations respectively), group keys by use cases
(e.g. math symbols and numbers), and place semantically con-
sistent keys in the same position of different keyboard layers
(e.g. Cap key and toggle-mode key). Last but not least, the
whole system should be able to toggle off gaze sensitivity and
allow users to rest if they so wish. Representational design
considerations in this design space summary are visualized in
figure 6.

Adapted Shape-writing Keyboard Prototype
The UI overview of the system is shown in figure 7. The
system contains two keyboards that support letter-level dwell-
selection and word-level shape-writing respectively. Users
could switch between the two keyboards during typing. In a
common interaction path, users gaze gesture a word on the
shape-writing keyboard area (example recognition process of
such gaze gesture is shown in figure 8), look back to typing
results to check the recognized word, or search for one of
the five alternatively recognized words above typing results;
when their gaze gestures are not recognized by the system as
intended, they delete the recognized word, retype by shape-
writing keyboard or switch to the other keyboard to dwell-
select letter by letter.

The system aims for everyday use by being:

1) Easy to learn. The system uses the QWERTY layout in its
two keyboards, namely its shape-writing keyboard supports
users to visually trace letters and even gaze gesture by location
memory on a familiar layout. Typing a word on the shape-
writing keyboard is finished by shifting gaze to typing results,

Figure 7: Keyboard prototype overview: 1) gaze locus real-
time visualization during shape-writing, 2) typing results, 3)
N-best recognized words, 4) delete-word key, and 5) switch to
keyboard typing letter by letter.
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(a) Raw gaze locus after exponential decaying (b) Equidistantly resampled gaze locus without “tail” (c) Equidistantly resampled sokgraph

Figure 8: Example gaze locus recognition process, and recognition scores in shape and location channels of (b) locus (xs and xl :
shape and location distances, p(xs) and p(xl): shape and location marginal probabilities). X and Y axes are in pixel.

it transforms a necessary action of checking typing results to a
typing-completion indicator, thus it is more intuitive and faster
in typing compared to the equivalent in EyeC that dwelling on
the last letter of the word.

2) Fast to type. Theoretically, the typing scheme of the system
is faster than the one in EyeC by saving the time to dwell on the
last letters of words. I tested the system with an experienced
user and the user reached the typing speed (AdjWPM) of 11.70
WPM and the error rate (TotErrorRate) of 0.14, in the adjusted
transcription task introduced in Methods, on a 14” display in
1920x1080 pixel resolution with a 2.30GHz i5-6300HQ IBM
Thinkpad computer and a Tobii Dynavox PCEye Mini eye
tracker. In the same setup, the system completed the process
of shape-writing from a 21857-word lexicon in about 150-200
ms, including gaze locus segmentation, template pruning, and
multi-channel recognition.

3) Robust to use difference. Users could type in verbatim mode
on the dwell-selection keyboard for words that are not included
in the lexicon such as grammatical variations. Shape-writing
per se facilitates a seamless transition (by dynamic channel
weighting) from novice users (who visually trace letters) to
experienced users (who gesture by location memory); gaze
gestures are more anti-noise comparing to dwell-selections.

However, shape-writing needs more considerations for their
everyday gaze-typing:

• Relaxed template pruning. The current system filters mas-
sive sokgraphs from the lexicon before multi-channel recog-
nition by matching the first and last letters of each word;
ideally, the system shall filter by only the first letters, since
users sometimes omit the last several letters of a word and
complete the typing by word prediction.

• Easy restart when realizing error-happenings. Users could
interrupt writing as noticing a mistake before completing
an intended gaze gesture, after which they shall be able to
erase the miswriting without looking to typing results, and
start a new writing immediately.

• Appropriate keyboard size. Gaze gestures need a keyboard
in an appropriate size (i.e. low accuracy when too small,
demanding saccades when too large).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Gaze-typing can enable a wider span of application scenarios
for general use by average people, but its current keyboard
designs are not ready. I analyzed the usability of three widely
used gaze-typing keyboards by a typing performance user
study, found they were error prone, especially EyeC; test par-
ticipants actively corrected errors, and the error-corrections
slowed down resulting aggregated speed. I summarized the
design space of gaze-typing keyboards meant for everyday
use under the topics of typing schemes and keyboard letter
layouts, feedback, ease of text editing, and system design. In
particular, gaze-typing keyboards need “tolerant” designs, al-
lowing users implicit gaze-control and well balancing between
input ambiguity and typing efficiency. Tolerant designs are, for
example, keys-grouping and shape-writing. A shape-writing
gaze-typing keyboard needs to segment the gaze locus when
writing a word from continuous gaze data stream. I designed
the segmentation scheme as dwelling on the first letter, gaze-
gesturing through the rest of the letters, and looking back to
typing results to finish the writing. The scheme can be faster
and more intuitive in typing compared to EyeC. The system
affords real-time typing with a speed of 11.70 WPM (error
rate of 0.14) evaluated with an experienced user.

Further studies are needed to bring gaze-typing to everyday
life. The shape-writing keyboard requires further investiga-
tions on relaxed template pruning, easy restart when realizing
error-happenings, and appropriate keyboard size. When view-
ing the gaze-typing keyboard as a general text entry system,
we need more brainstorming on the problems summarized
in the design space, especially two focuses of attention to
keyboard area and typing results and ease of mid-sentence
error-corrections. Last but not least, a gaze-typing keyboard
meant for everyday use is easy to learn, fast to type, and robust
to use differences; it is also “tolerant” by providing different
interaction paths to reach the same intention.
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APPENDIX

(a) Test setup of the user study. (b) Testing keyboard UIs. From top to down: WinC, EyeC, DwellF.

Figure 9: Setup and materials used in the user study.

Participant # WPM AdjWPM TotErrorRate

WinC EyeC DwellF WinC EyeC DwellF WinC EyeC DwellF

1 5.18 4.12 8.59 4.83 3.84 7.91 0.40 0.41 0.25
2 10.67 9.43 13.34 10.18 8.53 12.88 0.07 0.27 0.05
3 14.90 7.33 10.65 13.83 6.92 10.58 0.14 0.30 0.06
4 8.69 9.26 6.52 7.91 9.06 6.09 0.16 0.25 0.33
5 7.38 6.23 7.73 6.36 6.05 7.70 0.32 0.41 0.29

Mean 9.36 7.27 9.37 8.62 6.88 9.03 0.22 0.33 0.20
SD 3.30 1.98 2.40 3.15 1.87 2.40 0.12 0.07 0.12

Table 2: Aggregated typing speed and error rate of each participant on every keyboard.
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